
Gunlock timer
Installation Instructions

Ground

Battery

ZRT Lock Head

Timer

(3') Momentary Switch Cable - 2 Prong
(5/8" Hole)

(8') Lock Head Cable - 3-Prong

Ignition

1 Amp Fuse
5 Amp Fuse

1. Yellow timer wire to fuse and then to ignition. (switched)
2. Black timer wire to ground.
3. Red timer wire to fuse and then Battery +12v. (unswitched)
4. Momentary Switch Cable (2-prong plug)  

into 2-prong connector inside timer.
5. Position Switch into desired location.
6. Attach 3-Prong Cable into (1) 3-prong connector inside timer.  

The other end of plug attaches to ZRT Lock Head.*
* (2nd) 3-prong outlet is for additional ZRT Lock Head. 

(Cannot cut lock head cables)

(Cannot cut lock head cables)



If the momentary switch provided with the timer is 
not desired and connection to a siren or lightbar 
controller is preferrable, remove momentary switch 
and connect black wire to either a momentary 
ground source or momentary 12v source. 
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Remove switch and use 
black wire for momentary 
trigger from siren. White 
wire remains open. 

SIREN CONTROLLER
Wiring Instructions
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Must use ZRT Timer. Cannot wire lock heads 
directly to siren. Otherwise ZRT lock heads 
will be damaged and warranty voided.

If the momentary switch provided with the timer is not desired and connection 
to a siren or lightbar controller is preferable, remove the momentary switch and 
connect the black wire to either a momentary ground source or a momentary 
12v source. Some sirens have a switch pre-programmed to 8 seconds. If this 
is the case, re-program to momentary.


